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Aircraft modeling and simulation have become increasingly important in the areas
of pilot training, safety and aircraft design, especially for unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs). A user-friendly, easily expandable, nonlinear six degree-of-freedom aircraft simulator for the Xipiter X-2C Xawk UAV was created to address these issues. The simulator will allow pilots to have an opportunity to train and gain experience in flying the
aircraft even before it leaves the ground. In addition, it will allow for design modifications or new aircraft designs to be evaluated before time and money are spent on their
implementation. This work can also serve as the basis for the development of control
systems for the aircraft, such as a control augmentation system or autopilot.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
1.1

History of Simulation
Flight modeling and simulation have played an important role in pilot training

since the beginning of aviation. In the early days of flight, pilot training mainly consisted
of advice and experiences from other pilots. Edwin Link developed the first groundbased aircraft simulator in the 1920s that used pneumatics to simulate aircraft tilt and instrumentation [1].
The next great leap in aviation modeling and simulation came during World War
II with advancements in analog electronics. In particular, the operational amplifier allowed signals to be fed back through resistive and capacitive networks [1]. Circuits
could be constructed to solve complex differential equations such as those governing an
aircraft’s flight. These played an integral part in the advancement of control systems and
modeling.
Following analog electronics, digital electronics enjoyed tremendous advances
with the advent of the transistor, which ushered in the age of digital computers. Allowing
further advances in computing power, microprocessors took advantage of many transistors being placed compactly on a single chip. Computers, taking advantage of these mi1

croprocessors, were able to improve simulation fidelity and visualization using monitors,
projectors and motion platforms. These platforms, which continue to be used and advanced today, have become capable of producing extremely realistic simulations. Aircraft simulators used in commercial and military aviation, such as the one in Figure 1,
have become a key factor in increased safety and a way to reduce the cost of pilot training [1]. With advances in personal computers, it has become possible to employ aircraft
simulation technology outside of the commercial realm [2].

Figure 1
Aircraft Simulator [1]
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1.2

Previous Simulators and Significance of Work
Many examples of six degree-of-freedom aircraft models [3][4][5] have been de-

veloped for analysis and simulation of aircraft. The simplest implementation of these
usually consists of the equations of motion with zeroth order aerodynamic data hard
coded into the model. The output of the model is usually displayed as plots of the aircraft
states. Other models may use hard coded lookup tables for aerodynamic data. These
models can be difficult for users to operate and offer little help to a pilot trying to gain
experience with an aircraft.
More advanced models exist in simulators with flight visualization and pilot input
such as Microsoft® Flight Simulator [6], X-Plane, FlightGear [7]. These programs can
contain high quality models with accurate aerodynamic data and 3-D visualization, producing very realistic flight experiences for a pilot. One major drawback of these programs is the lack of ability for the user to easily create or modify aircraft models for use
in the simulator. This can prove too impractical or time consuming to be used as a design
tool for the development of new aircraft. In addition, the output of these simulators is
limited to the 3-D visualization of the aircraft flying as opposed to displaying plots and
time histories of the aircraft’s states.
The work done in this project offers a solution to problems encountered with each
of these approaches. Instead of a code-based approach, this simulator uses a block diagram implementation of the governing equations. This allows for easy, user-friendly navigation of the aircraft model. As opposed to other simulators, this project allows for
quick and easy additions of new aircraft models to the simulator. A user can create an
3

aircraft model, calculate aerodynamic data, and run the new model in the simulator in 20
minutes. This ability means the simulator could be used as a rapid iteration design tool
for the development of new aircraft.
In addition, the simulator provides the 3-D visualization of the flight, similar to
those seen in the more advanced and commercially produced flight simulators. This
gives the user the easiest interface for flying and visual feedback of the aircraft’s performance. This simulator also records the time history of the aircraft states and flight parameters, which can be used to analyze a simulated flight very closely. This can prove to
be invaluable for fine-tuning the design of an aircraft or monitoring some conditions very
closely during a flight.
1.3

Xipiter X-2C Aircraft
Team Xipiter is a student design team, formed at Mississippi State University,

which competes in an annual design competition hosted by the Association for Unmanned Vehicle Systems International (AUVSI). The mission outlined by the competition rules is that of simulated combat support for US Marines. Targets in a specified
search area have to be visually identified by an autonomous aircraft in real time. The X2C Xawk, shown in Figure 2, is the third generation aircraft that was flown by Team Xipiter in the 2008 AUVSI Undergraduate Student Unmanned Aerial Systems (UAS) Competition.

4

Figure 2
Xipiter X-2C Xawk Aircraft [8]

Student-designed and student-built, the X-2C Xawk is a twin-boom pusher configuration UAV. The aircraft was designed to have stable slow-flight characteristics to aid
in reconnaissance. The large internal volume of the fuselage provided the required avionics adequate space and allowed for easy maintenance of the internals of the aircraft. The
avionics inside the fuselage include a pan/tilt/zoom camera, a video IP server, a wireless
Ethernet bridge for air-to-ground communication, and an autopilot. The aircraft was primarily constructed of a preimpregnated carbon/fiberglass hybrid composite material.
This gave a structurally robust airframe with a lower weight penalty.
Having access to a flight simulator of this aircraft would allow pilots an opportunity to see its handling qualities even before it is in the air. This can be an invaluable experience to pilots training to fly this aircraft. In addition, this simulator may aid the team
in future aircraft designs or even in the development of an autopilot system. If the aerodynamics and handling qualities of an aircraft can be modeled before time and money are
spent on fabrication, the team could efficiently plan and evaluate new aircraft designs.
5

CHAPTER II
AIRCRAFT FLIGHT DYNAMICS
2.1

Coordinate Systems

2.1.1

Body-Fixed Axis System
First, it is convenient to define a coordinate system from the aircraft’s perspective

in which forces and moments acting on the aircraft can be calculated. To accomplish this,
the body-fixed axis system is attached to the aircraft with the origin being at the aircraft’s

center of gravity (CG). In this right-handed Cartesian coordinate system, the S-axis is

positive out the nose, the [-axis is positive out the right wing, and the ]-axis is positive
through the bottom of the aircraft, as shown in Figure 3. This axis system is most convenient for calculating the forces acting on the aircraft because dependence on the aircraft’s
attitude and flight conditions are removed. By convention, in the body-fixed axis system,

thrust acts in the positive S-axis, drag acts in the negative S-axis, and lift acts in the nega-

tive ]-axis.

6

Figure 3
Body-Fixed Axis System

Special names are given to the rotations about the body-fixed axes. Roll is de-

fined as rotation about the S-axis, pitch is rotation about the [-axis, and yaw is rotation
about the ]-axis. By convention, these rotations are defined as positive according to the

right hand rule, resulting in positive roll being right wing down, positive pitch raising the
nose, and positive yaw brining the nose right. Roll, pitch, and yaw are orthogonal.
2.1.2

Stability Axis System
The forces and moments acting on an aircraft in flight result from the relative

wind, or freestream airflow. The incidence of this wind upon the aircraft has a direct impact on the response of the aircraft to different flight conditions or pilot inputs. The rela-
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tive wind can be defined by two angles: the angle of attack, , and the angle of sideslip,
*, as shown in Figure 4. The stability axis system is body-fixed axes rotated by  only.

Figure 4
Stability Axes with Relative Wind
The angle of attack is measured in the S]-plane from the S-axis to the velocity

vector. This rotation of the body-fixed axes about the [-axis through the angle of attack
yields the stability axis system. A positive  is defined as nose up [9].

In general, the stability axis views an increase in drag acting towards the rear of

the aircraft and an increase in lift acting through the top of the aircraft. This is a more
intuitive way of thinking about these forces. For this reason, the drag and lift forces are
negative, as shown in (1). This frame is often the most convenient for expressing stability derivatives. The stability axis can be transformed into the body-fixed by
8

15p
o15q s
15r

tGXe

=u

cos 
0
− sin 

0
1
0

sin  −E
,
0 z o15q s
cos  −@ _F,

(1)

where the subscript  denotes an aerodynamic force.
2.1.3

Flat Earth-Fixed Axis System
Because the body and stability axes are fixed to the body of the aircraft and only

vary with the relative wind, they are not useful for describing the navigation of the aircraft. In order to describe the position and orientation of an aircraft relative to the earth,
another coordinate system must be created which is fixed to the earth. Since the aircraft’s
change in position in a short time is much less than the radius of the earth and the aircraft’s rotational rates are much greater than the rotational rate of the earth, the flat earthfixed system is a good approximation of an inertial frame in which to reference the aircraft [10].

In this coordinate system, the S[-plane is parallel to the earth’s surface (horizon)

with the S-axis pointing north, [-axis pointing east, and the ]-axis pointing down toward

the center of the earth. The S-, [- and ]- axes are aligned to point north, east, and down,
respectively. The origin of these axes is on the earth’s surface directly below the aircraft.

It is important to note that because the origin is defined to be below the aircraft and the ]-

axis points to the center of the earth, the aircraft’s altitude in this system will be given as
negative.
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2.1.4

North-East-Down Axis System
As a transition between the inertial flat earth-fixed system and the body system,

the north-east-down (NED) coordinate system allows for the convenient description of
the aircraft’s orientation in terms of the earth axis system. The NED axis system is de-

fined similar to the flat earth-fixed system, with the S[-plane parallel to the horizon and

the S-, [- and ]- axes continuously realigned to point north, east, and down towards the
center of the earth. The difference between the two systems is that the origin of the NED
axes originate at the aircraft’s CG.
While it may seem as though there is no difference between the flat earth and
NED axes, the important difference is that the flat earth system is an inertial system
where Newton’s second Law is applicable, but the NED is non-inertial.
2.2

Euler Angles
As mentioned previously, the body-fixed axes are convenient for describing the

dynamics of an aircraft, but axes fixed to the earth, such as the NED system, are needed
in order to describe the aircraft’s orientation. For this, the Euler angles will be introduced. The NED coordinate system is related to the body-fixed axes by the Euler angles
of heading (m), elevation (h), and bank (l).
The Euler angle representation serves as a way to describe the orientation of the

body-fixed axes with respect to the earth-fixed NED axes, given by (S , [ , ] ), via three

consecutive, non-commutative rotations [9]. The first is a rotation of the NED frame
about the ] -axis by m creating a new axis system (S~ , [~ , ]~ ) shown in Figure 5.
10

Figure 5
Heading Angle Rotation

This rotation can be described mathematically by the following matrix rotation,
given by
S~
cos m
u[~ z = u− sin m
]~
0

sin m
cos m
0

11

0 S
0z u[ z,
1 ]

(2)

performed with the aircraft parallel to the horizon. Following the heading rotation, the
aircraft is rotated about the [~ -axis by the elevation angle. Through this rotation, another
new axis system consisting of (S , [ , ] ) is created, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6
Elevation Angle Rotation

As seen in Figure 6, the elevation angle is taken to be the angle between the horizon and the fuselage reference line. The matrix rotation for the transformation into the
new axis system is
S
cos θ 0 − sin θ S~
u[ z = u 0
1
0 z u[~ z.
]
sin θ 0 cos θ ]~

(3)

Lastly, the aircraft is rotated about the S -axis by the bank angle to transform the

(S , [ , ] ) axes into the body-fixed axes. This rotation completes the Euler angle devel-

opment relating the NED axes to the body-fixed axes. As seen in Figure 7, φ is measured
12

from the horizon to the [ -axis. During this transformation, the aircraft may be pitched

above or below the horizon, but the [ -axis is unaffected. This rotation is given mathematically by

S
1
[
u  z = u0
]
0

S
0
0
cos φ sin φ z u[ z.
−sin φ cos φ ]

(4)

Figure 7
Bank Angle Rotation
The bank angle is defined as the angle between the body [-axis and the horizontal

flat earth S[-plane (horizon). The pitch angle is defined as the angle between the body S-

axis and horizon. The heading angle is defined as the angle between the body S-axis and

the flat earth S-axis, which points north. It is extremely important to note that these
13

transformations are not commutative and must be followed in this order. If not, the transformation calculated will not yield the correct results.
Combining the three rotations in the order mentioned yields a single transformation matrix, referred to as the Direction Cosine Matrix (DCM). Given by
cos m cos θ
sin m cos θ
− sin l
u cos m sin θ sin φ − sin m cos φ cos m cos φ + sin m sin θ sin φ cos θ sin l z,
cos m sin θ cos φ + sin m cos φ sin m sin θ cos φ + cos m sin φ cos θ cos φ

(5)

the DCM is used to project a vector in the earth-fixed axes to the body-fixed axes where
forces are computed. As an example, the aircraft weight vector can be transformed by
16p
cos m cos θ
1
o 6q s = u cos m sin θ sin φ − sin m cos φ
cos m sin θ cos φ + sin m cos φ
16r

sin m cos θ
cos m cos φ + sin m sin θ sin φ
sin m sin θ cos φ + cos m sin φ

− sin l
0
cos θ sin l z u 0 z,
cos θ cos φ O:

where 16 denotes the force due to gravity, the subscripts denote the body-fixed axes, O is

the aircraft’s mass, and : is the acceleration due to gravity. Simplifying this gives
16p = −O: sin l
16q = O: cos h sin l .
16r = O: cos h cos l

The limits on the Euler angles are given as follows:
−180° ≤ l ≤ 180°
−90° ≤ h ≤ 90°
0° ≤ m ≤ 360°

The roll and yaw angles vary from −180° to 180° and 0° to 360° respectively, but the

pitch angle constraints may not be as easily seen. Because the pitch angle is measured

with respect to the horizon, an aircraft performing a loop will reach 90° pitch, but any

further pitch angle will decrease back to 0° as it approaches level flight.
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2.3

Aerodynamic Forces and Moments
The forces and moments acting on the aircraft result from the interaction of the

freestream velocity vector with the aircraft. The six forces and moments can be divided
into three groups: longitudinal, lateral, and directional. The longitudinal forces and mo-

ments refer to those acting in the S]-plane and are primarily dependent upon . These

include the drag force, lift force, and pitching moment. The lateral forces and moments
are those acting in the []-plane such as sideforce and rolling moment. Lastly, the direc-

tional forces and moments refer to those in the S[-plane, thus the yawing moment. Due
to the close relationship and coupling between the lateral and directional modes, these are

grouped into the lateral-directional forces and moments, both of which depend primarily
upon *. The longitudinal and lateral-directional forces and moments are given by
E = V M ,

K = V MC>0 ,
@ = V M ,

@ = V M$ ,

and

(6)
(7)
(8)
(9)

^ = V M? ,

(10)

Q = V M7 .

(11)
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As seen above, the forces and moments are functions of the dynamic pressure, V,

wing area, S, and a dimensionless coefficient. The moments are also functions of either
the mean aerodynamic chord, C>, for the pitching moment or the wing span, , for the rolling and yawing moments.

Each coefficient can be expressed as a first-order Taylor series expansion of the
coefficient of the respective force or moment due to a change in flight conditions such as
angle of attack, angle of sideslip, Mach number, altitude, incidence, control surface deflection, or angular rates. These stability derivatives are calculated in the stability axis
system. Because the X-2C Xawk will be flying at low airspeed and altitude, the variation
of coefficients with respect to Mach number and altitude will be ignored for this simulation. The next few sections detail the buildup of each coefficient as described by [11].
2.3.1

Longitudinal Forces and Moment

2.3.1.1 Drag Coefficient

The drag force acts in the negative S-direction, opposing the forward motion of

the aircraft. The drag coefficient takes into account friction drag, form drag, induced

drag, and wave drag [10]. Friction drag,  , refers to the drag resulting from the friction
between the skin of the aircraft and the air moving past it. This is mostly dependent upon
Mach number and Reynolds number, but through the small range of speeds at which the
aircraft will be flying at in this simulation, it can be assumed constant.
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The flow around an airfoil can be described by the boundary layer concept. At

low , a thin viscous boundary layer exists around and remains attached to the airfoil. As

 is increased, the boundary layer begins to separate from the airfoil and a pressure gradient is produced on the top of the airfoil, resulting in a stall condition where the lift will

be diminished and drag will rapidly increase [9]. This is called form drag, but also referred to as pressure drag, - . Figure 8 shows an airfoil at a low angle of attack and an

airfoil at a higher  with boundary layer separation.

Figure 8
Boundary Layer Separation Resulting in Pressure Drag [12]
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Induced drag is caused by the wingtip vortices that result from a finite length airfoil producing lift and can be calculated by


 
=
,
 ∙ L ∙ 

(12)

where L is the Oswald efficiency factor and  is the aspect ratio of the wing. Wave
drag,  , is drag resulting from shockwaves traveling across the body of the aircraft.

The low Mach numbers at which the aircraft will be flying in this simulation will result in

negligible wave drag. Combining each type of drag yields a definition of the total drag
coefficient, resulting in the drag polar given by
 =  + - + 

where  is the zero-lift drag coefficient.

 
=  +
,
 ∙ L ∙ 

(13)

The buildup of  takes into account the wing zero-lift drag coefficient,  , the

empennage zero-lift drag coefficient,  , the fuselage zero-lift drag coefficient,  ,


and the landing gear zero-lift drag coefficient, ( as outlined in USAF DATCOM [13].

For this simulation, an additional factor of 10% was added to  for any unknown or
unaccounted sources of drag, giving

 =  +  +  + (  ∙ 1.1.


The wing zero-lift drag coefficient is calculated by
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(14)


  MNF
 = N ∙ _ ∙  1 + @A   + 100   
,
C
C
M

(15)

where N is the wing/fuselage interference factor, _ is the lifting surface correction

factor,  =

~.
√

is the flat plate friction coefficient, @A is the airfoil thickness location

parameter, is the thickness-to-chord ratio, MNF is the wetted area of the wing, M is the
F



wing area, and L is Reynolds number.

The empennage zero-lift drag coefficient is calculated using (15) along with prop-

er substitutions for the horizontal and vertical tails and N = 1. The fuselage zero-lift

drag coefficient is calculated by
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(16)

where  is the fuselage skin friction coefficient, B is the fuselage length, H is the fuse-

lage maximum diameter, and MNF is the wetted area of the fuselage. The landing gear
zero-lift drag coefficient can be estimated by using
( = 0.004 ∗ ¥,

where n is the number of gear (e.g. tricycle gear = 3).
The first-order Taylor series expansion of the drag coefficient is
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(17)

 (,  ,  ) =  ∗ +  ∙  +  ∙  +  ∙  ,


(18)

where  ∗ is the value of  when ,  , and  are all zero,  is the incidence of the
horizontal tail,  is the deflection of the elevator, and can be approximated by  [10].

As mentioned, the pressure drag term is mostly dependent upon , thus the derivative 

appears in the buildup of the drag coefficient giving the change of the drag coefficient

with respect to changes in . In a similar manner,  and  describe the changes in


the drag coefficient with respect to changes in the incidence of the horizontal tail and elevator deflection, respectively. In most cases, these changes are small enough to be neglected, thus simplifying the coefficient of drag to
 () =  ∗ +  ∙ .

(19)

2.3.1.2 Lift Coefficient
The lift coefficient is assumed a function of the same parameters as the drag coefficient. The first-order Taylor series expansion is then given by
 (,  ,  ) =  +  ∙  +  ∙  +  ∙  ,


(20)

where  is the value of  when ,  , and  are zero. Also known as the lift curve
slope, the change in lift coefficient with respect to ,  , is the main contributing factor

to  . It varies nearly linearly for  until the stall point of the aircraft where the curve
begins to drop. As in the drag coefficient, the change in coefficient of lift due to changes
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in tail incidence,  , and elevator deflection,  , will be neglected [11]. The lift


curve also varies with Mach number, but these effects will be neglected, thus
 () =  +  ∙ .

(21)

2.3.1.3 Pitching Moment Coefficient
The pitching moment coefficient varies with the same parameters are the other

longitudinal coefficients, but also varies with the pitch rate, 4. The first-order Taylor series expansion of this coefficient can be shown as

0 (,  ,  , 4) = 0 + 0 ∙  + 0 ∙  + 0 ∙  + 03 ∙


C>
∙ 4,
2U

(22)

where 0 is the pitching moment when ,  , and  are zero and U is the velocity of the

aircraft. The derivative 0 is the change in pitching moment with respect to changes in

. This is the longitudinal stability derivative and 0 < 0 must be true for longitudinal

static stability. This means that for an increase in angle of attack, the resulting pitching
moment is negative, thus restoring the aircraft back to equilibrium flight. The term 0

is the elevator control derivative, which describes the pitching moment induced from an
elevator deflection. This can be thought of as the elevator power. The last derivative,

03 , is called the pitch damping derivative as it leads to a pitching moment proportional

to the pitch rate. The

>

§

term is used to transform the pitch rate into the dimensionless

pitch rate, which can be used in the pitching moment coefficient equation.
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2.3.2

Lateral-Directional Force and Moments

2.3.2.1 Sideforce Coefficient
The sideforce coefficient in a symmetric aircraft results mainly from sideslip and
rudder deflection. The first-order Taylor series expansion of the sideforce coefficient is
given by
? (*, , , / , &, ) = ?) ∙ * + ?+ ∙ , + ?. ∙ / + ?% ∙



∙ & + ?' ∙
∙ ,
2U
2U

(23)

where , is the aileron deflection, / is the rudder deflection,  is the wing span, & is the

roll rate and  is the yaw rate. The two rate terms represent the change in the sideforce
coefficient with respect to changes in the roll rate, ?% , and yaw rate, ?' . The



§

term

transforms the roll and yaw rates into dimensionless rates, which can be used in this equation.

2.3.2.2 Rolling Moment Coefficient
The rolling moment coefficient is a function of the same parameters as the sideforce coefficient. In addition, as would be expected, the aileron deflection plays a large
part. The first-order Taylor series is
$ (*, , , / , &, ) = $) ∙ * + $+ ∙ , + $. ∙ / + $% ∙



∙ & + $' ∙
∙ .
2U
2U

(24)

The derivative $) describes the change in rolling moment with respect to changes

in *. Many factors can affect this derivative, including wing dihedral, wing position,
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wing sweep and the size of the vertical tail. This is also called the lateral static stability
derivative. In order for the aircraft to be statically stable laterally, $) < 0 must be true.

This means for a disturbance that causes the aircraft to bank to the right, a positive sideslip results. A negative rolling moment is induced when rolling the aircraft away from the

direction of sideslip, thus restoring it to equilibrium. The $+ derivative is the aileron
control power term that results in the aircraft rolling due to an aileron input. The cross

control derivative $. results in a rolling moment from rudder deflection due to the close

coupling between the lateral and directional motion. The roll damping derivative, $% ,
describes the damping induced in the rolling moment due to the roll rate. Lastly, the
cross derivative, $' , results in a rolling moment due to the yaw rate, .
2.3.2.3 Yawing Moment Coefficient
Like the other lateral-directional coefficients, the yawing moment coefficient is a
function of the same parameters. The first-order Taylor series expansion of the coefficient is
7 (*, , , / , &, ) = 7) ∙ * + 7+ ∙ , + 7. ∙ / + 7% ∙



∙ & + 7' ∙
∙
2U
2U

(25)

The first term is the change in yawing moment with respect to the change in si-

deslip, 7) . This is the directional static stability derivative and the condition 7) > 0
must be true for directional static stability. This means for an increase in sideslip angle, a
positive yawing moment is induced, resulting in the nose of the aircraft realigning with
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the velocity vector, driving * to zero. The cross control derivative, 7+ , results from the

coupling between the lateral and directional motion. 7. is the rudder control power de-

rivative describing the resulting yawing moment due to a rudder deflection. This is the
primary control input for directional motion. The cross derivative, 7% , describes the
yawing moment due to the rolling moment of the aircraft. 7' is the yaw damping derivative that induces an opposing yawing moment to the yaw rate.
2.3.3

Computing Aerodynamic Data
Several methods exist for calculating the stability derivatives making up the aero-

dynamic coefficients. Some of these methods include calculation of the derivatives
through analytical techniques, such as those outlined in USAF DATCOM, wind tunnel
testing, flight testing, or computational fluid dynamics (CFD).
A MATLAB® program called Tornado that employs the vortex lattice method
(VLM), a simplified form of CFD, is used in this thesis project. Developed by Dr. Thomas Melin, Tornado calculates the aerodynamic forces acting on an aircraft under the
stall point [14]. From these forces, the stability derivatives can be determined. This particular program was chosen for two main reasons. First, Tornado was chosen over Digital
DATCOM because it includes the computation of lateral-directional stability derivatives
while Digital DATCOM does not. Had Digital DATCOM method been used, it would
have needed to be augmented with these derivatives from another source [3]. By using
Tornado, all the aerodynamic data comes from one source. Secondly, because Tornado
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was implemented in MATLAB, this entire project was implemented in MATLAB/Simulink environment allowing for fast, efficient transfer of data.
Tornado employs the VLM for solving the pressure-force problem of fluid dynamics [14]. In the standard VLM, a mathematical model of vortex lines is created for
the flying surfaces, such as the wings and tail, which are divided into panels. These vortex lines are organized in a horseshoe pattern as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9
Flying Surface with Panels and Vortex Horseshoe [14]

Starting at infinity behind the wing, the vortex horseshoe is arranged where it approaches a panel on the flying surface, crosses the panel at the quarter chord line, then
leaves the panel heading back to infinity as shown above [14]. The Tornado variation of
the standard VLM uses a wake off each panel that aligns with the freestream velocity.
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The combination of all the vortices results in an induced flow on each panel from
which the vortex strength is determined. When the induced flow is combined with the
freestream velocity vector, the force acting on each panel can be calculated from the Kutta-Joukowski theorem,
1 = k ∙ (UW7X × a ) ∙ BI ,

(26)

where 1 is the force vector, k is the air density, UW7X is the induced velocity vector, a is
the vortex strength, and BI is the length of the vortex segment crossing the panel. From

each panel force, the body-fixed axis forces and moments can be computed from the spe-

cified flight condition. These are transformed into the stability and wind axes. By taking
the derivative of each coefficient with respect to the proper parameter, the stability derivatives seen in the first-order Taylor series expansions of the force and moment coefficients can be calculated.
2.4

Equations of Motion
Next, the equations of motion can be developed to take advantage of the calcu-

lated forces and moments. In order to do this, both the translational and rotational motion
must be modeled. For this, Newton’s second law will be employed. The derivations
shown here are based on those found in [10] and [11].
2.4.1

Force Equations
The body-fixed axes are the most convenient for using the forces and moments

acting on the aircraft; however, the body-fixed axes are a non-inertial frame, so Newton’s
second law does not apply. This can be resolved by modifying the equations to include
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the fact that aircraft is rotating with respect to an inertial frame. Thus, Newton’s second
law can be written as

HU
1 = O ∙  = O ª
+n
2 × U «,
H

where an over score denotes a vector, the subscript  denotes the body-fixed axes,  is

the acceleration,

R

U =  Z ,
\

where R is the velocity in the S -axis, Z is the velocity in the [ -axis, \ is the velocity in

the ] -axis, and

&
n
2 = u4 z.


Substituting these back into Newton’s second law gives the forces in the bodyfixed axes in terms of the body accelerations, angular rates, and body velocities:
1d¬
R + 4\ − Z

1 = o1e¬ s = O uZ + R − &\ z.
\ + &Z − 4R
1f¬

(27)

This gives the aircraft’s response to applied forces. The next step will be to model
the forces acting on the aircraft. The total force acting on the aircraft can be written as
the sum of the aerodynamic forces, forces due to thrust, and gravitational forces:
15p + 18p + 16p
1d¬
¬
¬
¬
o1e¬ s = ®15q¬ + 18q¬ + 16q¬ ¯.
1f¬
15r + 18r + 16r
¬

¬
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¬

(28)

The aerodynamic forces of drag, lift, and sideforce can be substituted into (28)
once they are rotated to the body-fixed axis from the stability axis. Likewise, the thrust
force, P, can be used once it is rotated by the angle between the thrust vector and the fu-

selage reference line. For this simulation, the thrust vector is assumed to be aligned with
the S-axis. Lastly, the force of gravity can be used once it is transformed from the earth

axes to the body-fixed axes via the DCM as shown in the example. Combining these
forces acting on the aircraft with the aircraft’s response and then solving for the body accelerations yields the first set of state equations:
R = (−E cos  + @ sin  + P)⁄O − : sin h − 4\ + Z,

and

2.4.2

(29)

Z = ^⁄O + : sin l cos h − R + &\,

(30)

\ = (−E cos  − @ sin )⁄O + : sin l cos h − &Z + 4R.

(31)

Moment Equations
In a similar manner to that used for deriving the force equations, the moment equ-

ations can be derived and the computed moments used. This can be accomplished by
once again employing Newton’s second law to develop the dynamics equations describing the motion of a mass rotating about an axis. Once again, this equation has to be
amended to reflect that the calculations are being done in a non-inertial frame. This starting equation can be written as
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Hn
2
Hn
2
2=;
2 = = >  = = >   + n
2 ,
K
2 × ;
H
H

where ; is angular momentum,

=dd
= > = o−=ed
−=fd

−=de
=ee
−=fe

−=df
−=ef s,
=ff

where = > is the inertia matrix, and the angular accelerations
&
Hn
2
= o4 s.
H


It is easily seen that the aircraft is symmetric along the [-axis in the S[-plane and

the []-plane. This simplifies the inertia tensor by =de = =ed = =ef = =fe = 0. Because
the CG of the aircraft can be approximated to be on the S]-plane of the aircraft, the iner-

tia term =df can also be assumed zero, making the inertia tensor a diagonal matrix. In

order to estimate the remaining inertia terms, the radius of gyration method can be used
by
=dd
=ee

and

 
= O d ∙  ,
2

BFGF 
= O e ∙
 ,
2
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(32)

(33)

³
=ff = O ²f ∙
±

+

BFGF´
2
2



·
¶ ,

(34)

µ

where O is the aircraft’s mass, d , e , and f are the radii of gyration,  is the wing
span, and BFGF is the total length of the aircraft. Next, the angular momentum term is cal-

culated by multiplying the inertia tensor with the body angular rates,
=dd
2
;=o0
0

0
=ee
0

0 &
&=dd
0 s u4 z = o4=ee s.
=ff
=ff 

Substituting back into Newton’s second law and evaluating gives the moments in
the body-fixed axes in terms of the angular accelerations, angular rates, and inertias,
&=dd + 4(=ff − =ee )
@
2 = uKz = ®4 =ee − &(=ff − =dd )¯.
K
Q
 =ff + &4(=ee − =dd )

(35)

This gives the response of the aircraft to the applied moments @, K, and Q. Next,

summing the moments acting on the aircraft due to aerodynamics and thrust yields
@5 + @ 8
@
uKz = uK5 + K8 z.
Q5 + Q8
Q

(36)

Because the aircraft’s engine is mounted parallel to the fuselage reference line,
coinciding with the aircraft’s CG, pitching moments due to thrust will be eliminated. Additionally, due to the small size of the engine, any rolling or yawing moments will be neg-
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ligible. Combining these equations and solving for the state variables yield the next set
of state equations describing the aircraft’s rotational dynamics
& = ¸@ − 4(=ff − =ee )¹⁄=dd ,

and

2.4.3

(37)

4 = (K + &(=ff − =dd ))⁄=ee ,

(38)

 = ¸Q − &4(=ee − =dd )¹⁄=ff .

(39)

Kinematic Equations
In flight, knowing the Euler angles of the aircraft can be extremely important to a

pilot. As noted earlier, the gravitational force acting on the aircraft has to be transformed
from the earth-fixed axis in which it is defined to the body-fixed axis. This entails using
the DCM, which is in terms of the Euler angles. Because of this, the Euler angles ultimately appear in the force equations, and it is also of great interest to know the time history of the Euler angles [12]. To accommodate this, another set of state equation must be
developed.
While the Euler rates are not directly measurable, the angular velocities in the
body-fixed axes are. In order to take advantage of this, the Euler rates have to be trans-

formed into the body-fixed axes. First, consider the heading rate, m. This rate exists in
the (S~ , [~ , ]~ ) frame defined in Figure 5. To rotate m into the body-fixed axis, the elevation and bank rotation matrices are used, shown by
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1
0

0
cos
l
m = u
0 − sin l

0
cos h
sin l z u 0
cos l sin h

0 − sin h 0
1
0 z u 0 z.
0 cos h m

(40)

Next, consider the Euler rate, h. This rate exists in the (S , [ , ] ) as shown in

Figure 6 and must be transformed into the body-fixed axes by the bank rotation matrix,
1
0
h = u0 cos l
0 − sin l

0
0
sin l z uh z.
cos l 0

(41)

Lastly, the bank rate l already exist in the body-fixed axes, thus no rotations are

needed and

l  = l.

(42)

Now that the Euler rates have been transformed into the body-fixed axes, they become equivalent to the body rates. This is completed by summing the Euler rates in the
body-fixed axes yielding
1
0
&
u4 z = u0 cos l
0 − sin l


l
− sin h
cos h sin l z o h s.
cos h cos l m

(43)

To put these equations into state variable form, the derivative terms are solved for
giving the Euler rates in terms of the Euler angles and body rates yielding the kinematic
equations:
l = & + 4 sin l tan h +  cos l tan h,
h = 4 cos l −  sin l,
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(44)
(45)

and
m = 4 sin l sec h +  cos l sec h.

(46)

Due to the tangent and secant trigonometric function, there will be discontinuities
in these equations resulting in a condition known as a gimbal lock singularity when the
pitch angle approaches 90° [12]. This can be overcome by using quaternions to calculate
the Euler angles.
2.4.4

Quaternions

To this point, the rotation of an axis system by an arbitrary angle, , about an axis

has been calculated by a matrix rotation such as
SA
cos 
u[ A z = u− sin 
0
]A

sin 
cos 
0

0 S
0z [.
1 ]

As seen in the development of the kinematic state equations, the successive axis
transformations like those used to transform a vector from the earth-fixed axes into the
body-fixed axes can lead to singularities in some cases. As an alternative to this series of
transformations, a quaternion approach will be employed to increase the robustness of the
simulation described in this paper.
The quaternion formulation is based upon representing the rotation of an axis sys-

tem from (S, [, ]) to any other system (S A , [ A , ] A ) as a single rotation, , about a fixed

axis in space making the angles , *, c with (S, [, ]) [12]. The four quaternion parame-

ter can then be defined as
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VD = cos  ,


V~ = cos  sin ,
2

V = cos * sin ,
2

and

(47)


V = cos c sin ,
2

and are constrained by

VD  + V~  + V  + V  = 1.

(48)

The DCM can now be redefined, as developed in [15], in terms of the four quaternion parameters, giving
VD  + V~  − V  − V 
EK = o 2(V~ V + VD V )
2(V~ V − VD V )

2(V~ V − VD V )
VD − V~  + V  − V 
2(V V + VD V~ )


2(VD V + V~ V )
2(V V − VD V~ ) s.

VD − V~  − V  + V 

(49)

Equating the DCM defined in terms of the Euler angles and the DCM defined in

terms of the quaternion parameters, each quaternion parameter can be defined in terms of
Euler angles:
VD = cos
V~ = cos

V = cos

m
h
l
m
h
l
cos cos + sin sin sin ,
2
2
2
2
2
2

m
h
l
m
h
l
cos sin − sin sin cos ,
2
2
2
2
2
2

m
h
l
m
h
l
sin cos + sin cos sin ,
2
2
2
2
2
2
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(50)

and
V = sin

m
h
l
m
h
l
cos cos − cos sin sin .
2
2
2
2
2
2

This is useful for determining the initial value of the quaternion parameters during
the simulation. In order to use the quaternions in the simulation, state equations describing the rate of change of each parameter must be developed. These are equivalent to the
kinematic state equations developed in the previous section. In order to ensure the parameters are subject to the constraint equation given in (48), a Lagrange multiplier, i, is

added to each equation [12]. This is known as the method of algebraic constraint [1],
which defines the state equations as follows

and

1
VD = − (V~ & + V 4 + V ) + igVD ,
2
1
V~ = (VD & + V  − V 4) + igV~ ,
2
1
V = (VD 4 + V & − V~ ) + igV ,
2

(51)

1
V = (VD  + V~ 4 − V &) + igV ,
2

where i is a gain term that is used to drive the quaternion norm to 1 should g become
nonzero, and

g = 1 − (VD  + V~  + V  + V  ).

Finally, the Euler angles can be solved for in terms of the quaternion parameters by
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(52)

2(V V + VD V~ )
l = tan»~  
,
VD − V~  − V  + V 

and

(53)

h = sin»~ ¼−2(V~ V − VD V )½ ,

(54)

2(V~ V + VD V )
m = tan»~  
,
VD + V~  − V  − V 

(55)

yielding a definition that is not affected by the gimbal lock singularity exhibited with the
kinematic equations, thus improving the robustness of the simulation.
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CHAPTER III
CONSTRUCTING THE SIMULATOR

The previous chapter developed the physics and governing equations of an aircraft in flight. This chapter describes work done creating the simulator for this thesis
project. First, the process for gathering the aerodynamic data is explained, followed by
the implementation of the aircraft’s dynamics in the simulator. Lastly, the interface for
the 3-D flight visualization is detailed.
3.1

Generating Aerodynamic Data

3.1.1

Modeling the Aircraft
The first step toward getting the necessary aerodynamic data was to model the

aircraft geometry in Tornado. For simplicity, only the flying surfaces are modeled. This
is done through a text-based menu that allows the characteristics of a flying surface to be
entered. Tornado supports tapered, swept, dihedral, and twisted wing configuration with
trailing edge control surfaces [14]. The center of gravity of the aircraft was placed at the
quarter-chord of the main wing, which was divided into three partitions, allowing the ailerons to be modeled accurately. The horizontal and vertical tail sections were modeled
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in a similar fashion. Files containing the coordinate points of the airfoils were used for
each surface.
Once the flying surfaces are modeled, a plot of the aircraft geometry can be generated as shown in Figure 10.

MAC

3D wing and partition layout

ref point

Aircraft body z-coordinate

c.g.

0.4
0.2
0
-0.2

2
1
1

0

0
-1

-1

Aircraft body x-coordinate

Aircraft body y-coordinate

Figure 10
X-2C Aircraft Geometry

3.1.2

Creating Aerodynamic Lookup Tables
After modeling the aircraft, the aerodynamic coefficients are computed. Tornado

is able to output data for all six force and moment coefficients from different solutions,
but before this can be done, the aircraft’s flight conditions must be set up. The steady
state flight conditions were estimated from flight tests of the X-2C aircraft, yielding a
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Tornado solution run at  = 2 HL:, ℎ = 500 9, and U = 45 ¾¿. From this flight condi-

tion information, the vortex lattice is generated, as seen in Figure 11. The aircraft is

shown at S = 0 with the vortices extending toward infinity, thus creating the freestream
wake shown behind the aircraft.

3D wing configuration, vortex and wake layout.

20
15
10

1
0
-1
Body y-coord

5
Body x-coord
0

Figure 11
X-2C Vortex and Wake Layout

Once the flight conditions are set up and the vortex lattice has been generated, the
appropriate solutions are run. Tornado offers a simple solution, which computes the pressure distribution on the aircraft, loads, bending moments, shear forces, and lift on the
main wing, and zeroth order stability derivatives. Alternatively, Tornado allows for parameter sweeps of angle of attack, angle of sideslip, control surface deflections, roll rate,
pitch rate, and yaw rate to be run. In these sweeps, the stability derivatives are calculated
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over the range of flight conditions specified in the sweep setup, then compiled. Parameter sweeps were used in this simulator to get a more accurate approximation of the X-2C
aircraft throughout a flight. From these solutions, aerodynamic coefficient lookup tables

were created. An example of this would be the  curve. The zeroth order derivative

obtained from the simple solution gives a single slope for the line; however, in reality it is
a parabolic curve, as shown in Figure 12.
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Figure 12
Comparison of Zeroth Order Derivative and Lookup Table
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Lookup tables are created for each of the force and moment stability derivatives
used in the simulation. Tornado outputs the solution results in a data structure contained
in an output file named by the user. A MATLAB script, shown in Appendix B, is used to
gather the aerodynamic data and save them to the MATLAB workspace where they can
be accessed by the simulator. There are 21 lookup tables created for this simulation. It is
important to note that Tornado does not compute friction drag, so the coefficient of drag
output by the program is greatly reduced [14]. In order to correct this,  is calculated
using the build-up method described in [13] and added to all coefficient of drag tables.

Because Tornado does not follow the sign convention used through the rest of this
project, some modifications had to be made to the Tornado data. Tornado defines the
body-fixed axes as the S-axis being positive aft, the [-axis being positive out the right

wing, and the ]-axis being positive through the top of the aircraft. In this sense, the drag

and lift forces will be positive for an increase in drag and increase in lift, respectively.
This is similar to the stability axis without the rotation for . Following the right-hand

rule, a positive roll in these axes would be a roll to the left, a positive yaw would bring
the nose to the left, and a positive rudder deflection would be rudder to the right. This is
reversed from the convention used in this project. The result of this was that the rolling
moment, yawing moment, and rudder deflection terms had to be reversed.
3.2

Building the Aircraft Model
The aircraft model consists of dynamics governed by the equations of motion and

the resulting flight condition of the aircraft. The X-2C Airframe Block, shown in Figure
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13, shows the interaction of the pilot, environment, and flight conditions in the simulation
of the aircraft’s dynamics.

1

Pilot

Pilot
2

Env irBus

ACStateBus
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X-2C Airframe Block

3.2.1

Flight Conditions
In the Flight Conditions block, the aircraft state bus and environmental bus act as

inputs and the block outputs , *, U, and the dynamic pressure, V. Both the Incidence,
Sideslip, & Airspeed block and the Dynamic pressure block are from the Aerospace
Blockset.
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Flight Conditions Block

Because the angle of attack and angle of sideslip are defined as the angle between

the velocity vector and the S-axis, they can be calculated from the body velocity vector

through simple trigonometry. Similarly, the velocity of the aircraft is taken to be the
magnitude of this velocity vector. These equations are given by
\
 = tan»~ ,
R

and

(56)

Z
* = sin»~ ,
U

(57)

U = √R + Z  + \  .

(58)

Also shown in this block, the dynamic pressure will be calculated by as a function
of the air density and aircraft velocity, given by
1
V = kU  ,
2
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(59)

and will be used for converting the aerodynamic coefficients to actual forces and moments.
3.2.2

Aircraft Dynamics
An Aircraft Dynamics block, seen in Figure 15, is created in which the pilot input

bus, environmental bus, and flight conditions bus are used in the computation of the
forces and moments which are used in the equations of motion.
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Aircraft Dynamics Block

3.2.2.1 Forces and Moments
This block was created to generate the force and moment data needed by the equations of motion block. As seen in Figure 16, there are subsystems in this block for calculating the aerodynamic coefficients, thrust from the propulsion system, and forces due
to gravity.
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Forces and Moments Block

In the Tornado Coefficient Lookup Tables block, the flight conditions and pilot’s
input are used to calculate each of the aerodynamic coefficients. Contained in these
blocks are the lookup tables generated from the Tornado data, such as those seen in Figure 17. These tables can be interpolated and extrapolated linearly if an input is out of the
table’s specified range. These individual parameters are summed to give the complete
coefficient.
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Rolling Moment Coefficient Lookup Tables

Once the aerodynamic coefficients are computed, they are sent to the Aerodynamic Forces and Moments block from the Aerospace Blockset where the forces and moments are computed and the forces rotated into the body-fixed axes from the stability
axes. This block has the capability of also factoring in the difference in location of the
center of pressure (CP) and CG into these calculations, but for this model, both terms
were given to be at the quarter chord of the main wing, thus the difference will be neglected.
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Similarly, the propulsion system is modeled by means of the Turbofan Engine
System block from the Aerospace Blockset. Although the engine on the aircraft is a reciprocating engine with a propeller, this block was used to approximate the thrust curve of
the engine without having any test data from the actual engine to model. Inside the
block, the non-dimensional thrust is computed from the throttle position, then converted
to the thrust force. A simple lag filter is used to simulate the response dynamics of the
engine. As seen in Figure 18, the output of this block is a force vector with the thrust
vector being directly in line with the fuselage reference line and S-axis resulting in no
sideforce or force in the ]-axis.
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Figure 18
Propulsion Model

Lastly, in the gravitational force block, the acceleration due to gravity is converted
to a force vector by multiplying by the mass of the aircraft, then rotated from the earth to
the body frame by the DCM.
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Gravitation Force

3.2.2.2 Equations of Motion
Once the forces and moments are computed, they are fed into the equations of
motion block. The 6DoF (Quaternion) block from the Aerospace Blockset, shown in
Figure 20, is used for implementing the equations of motion for a fixed mass aircraft.
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Figure 20
Equations of Motion Block
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Inside this block, the state equations, from sections 2.8.1 through 2.8.4, for computing the velocities, angular rates, and quaternions are integrated as the simulation runs.
This block outputs the Euler angles, Euler rates, angular accelerations, body velocities,
and body accelerations. In addition, the position and velocity are given in the earth
frame. The DCM is also an output, which is fed back into the force and moment block
for computing the gravitational force on the aircraft in the body-fixed axes. For convenience, an aircraft state bus is created which contains the aircraft states of position, body
velocity, Euler angles, and Euler rates, which may be used in computations throughout
the simulator or for convenient graphing. It is important to note that for the position output in the earth axes, the altitude term must be multiplied by −1 because as it is given in

the flat earth axis system. In this system, the origin is on the surface of the earth with the
positive ]-direction being towards the center of the earth. Thus, the altitude of the aircraft above this point is given as a negative number.
3.3

Modeling the Environment
Not only did the dynamics of the aircraft have to be modeled, but also the air-

craft’s interaction with the environment. This includes the effect of gravity on the aircraft, atmospheric effects, and wind effects. Once computed, the environmental parameters of interest are combined into an environmental bus, which contains the acceleration
due to gravity, altitude, air density, and Mach number.
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3.3.1

COESA Atmosphere Model
The atmospheric model used for this project is the 1976 Committee on Extension

to the Standard Atmosphere (COESA) US Standard Atmosphere. Because temperature,
pressure, density, and speed of sound change at different rates in the different layers of
the atmosphere, they are described by piecewise functions. Since the X-2C aircraft will
be flying at low altitudes within the troposphere (sea level to 36,089 ft), only the equations valid in that region will be given below. The temperature is given by
P = PD 1 + ℎ

iD
,
PD

(60)

where PD = 518.67 is the temperature at sea level on a standard day, ℎ is the altitude,
and iD = 3.56616 × 10» /9 is the troposphere lapse rate. The pressure is
»Â
´Ã  )


P(
T = TD
PD

,

(61)

where TD = 2116 T¿9 is the pressure at sea level on a standard day, : = 32.174 9/¿  is

the gravitational acceleration, and  = 1716.56 9  ⁄¿  ∙  is the gas constant for air.

The air density is

»Â
´Ã  »~


P
k = kD
PD

,

(62)

where kD = 0.00237678 ¿BR:/9  is the sea level air density on a standard day, and the
speed of sound in air is

 = ÄcP,
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(63)

where c = 1.4 is the specific heat ratio of air.
3.3.2

Gravitational Model
The Aerospace Blockset offers a block for the World Geodic System 1984 (WGS-

84) model for calculating gravitational acceleration. This would be important for modeling changes in gravitational acceleration over long distance flights, but for the short distances this aircraft will be flying in this simulation, the changes in this acceleration will
be negligible. Instead, a simple constant gravitational acceleration will be considered
where : = 32.174 9/¿ .
3.4

3-D Flight Visualization
Attempting to fly this flight simulator from plots of the Euler angles or any other

aircraft state information would prove to be very challenging and impractical for any pilot. To give the simulator a more user-friendly interface, the output of model is passed to
an external program called FlightGear [7]. This allows the pilot to fly from the viewpoint
of actually being in or around the aircraft. Figure 21 shows a screenshot of a FlightGear
window with the X-2C aircraft model. A 3-D model for the aircraft was built in NX (Unigraphics) and converted to the “.ac” file format, which FlightGear could display. The
FlightGear window has the option of displaying the flight from a cockpit (first-person)
view, chase view, fly-by view, and many others.
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Figure 21
FlightGear Visualization of X-2C Aircraft

Within the Aerospace Blockset, blocks for constructing and sending packets to
FlightGear for visualization exist. The initial block setup consists of just setting the correct IP and port of the computer running FlightGear. From the simulation, the aircraft’s
position, altitude, Euler angles, and velocity information are passed to the animation
block, as seen in Figure 22. This block creates and sends a FlightGear packet used for
displaying the proper visualization information. A simulation pace block is also used to
slow the simulation to where 1 second in the simulation is approximately 1 actual second,
thus allowing FlightGear to be operating in real time. Otherwise, the visualization would
seem accelerated, as the simulation normally computes 50 seconds of flight data per
second.
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FlightGear Visualization Block

3.4.1

Position Conversion for FlightGear
The FlightGear block passes the visualization latitude, longitude, altitude, and Eu-

ler angles for display. Because the equations of motion calculate the aircraft’s position in
a flat-earth frame, this inertial position must be converted to latitude and longitude following the methods outlined in [11] and [16]. This transformation begins by rotating the

flat-earth Å and ^ coordinates to geodic north and east coordinates, Q and J , by the
heading m, given by

Æ

Q
cos m
Ç=Æ
J
sin m

− sin m Å
Ç È É.
cos m ^

(64)

Next, the radius of curvature for the prime vertical, b , and the radius of curvature for

the meridian, ` , are calculated by
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b =

and



Ä1 − (29 − 9  ) sin j

` = b

1 − (29 − 9  )
,
1 − (29 − 9  ) sin j

(65)

(66)

where  = 20925391 9 is the equatorial radius and 9 = 0.00335281 is the flattening

of the earth. Changes in the latitude and longitude are assumed small and can be computed by

and

1
Hj = atan   HQ
`
1
HB = atan 
 HJ .
b cos j

(67)

(68)

These small changes are then combined with the reference latitude and longitude
to give the current geodic position

and

j = jD + Hj
B = BD + HB

(69)

(70)

These coordinates are then passed to FlightGear where the scenery objects are updated to reflect the aircraft’s position. FlightGear has extensive scenery libraries, which
include cities, airports, bodies of water, terrain, and much more.
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3.5

Pilot Input into the Simulator
For any flight simulator, it is important for the user to be able to exert control in a

natural way. For this simulator, a Futaba R/C controller, such as that seen in Figure 23,
was used. This allowed the user to control the aircraft through the same stick actions flying the actual aircraft. The interface block for the controller is very flexible so a wide
variety of input devices can be used with the simulator.

Figure 23
Pilot Input R/C Controller
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CHAPTER IV
SIMULATOR VERIFICATION
4.1

Aircraft Response
Simulations were run to verify the model exhibited the proper response in accor-

dance to certain inputs. First, an uncommanded open loop simulation was run with no

control surface deflection and at F = 0% throttle. The following plots show the Euler
angles, Euler rates, ℎ, and U of the aircraft.

First, the incidence angles are considered as shown in Figure 24. As expected, the

angle of attack increases and settles to the steady state condition for the aircraft. There is
no deviation shown in sideslip, as there are no lateral or directional disturbances in this
uncommanded simulation.
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Figure 24
Incidence Angles of Uncommanded Response

Next, the Euler angles and Euler rates are analyzed. As seen in Figure 25, the aircraft exhibits no deviation in roll or yaw as expected. The only deviation is seen in the
pitch angle and pitch rate. Comparing the pitch angle, shown in Figure 25, and velocity,
shown in Figure 26, the aircraft pitches up, loses airspeed, then pitches back down and
gains airspeed. This is the typical response of the phugoid mode of the aircraft, trading
pitch angle for airspeed. Because the aircraft is stable, this mode is seen damping out.
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Euler Angles and Euler Rates for Uncommanded Response

The altitude plot in Figure 26 shows a general downward trend as the aircraft is at

F = 0% throttle, which is not enough thrust to maintain altitude without other control

inputs. For the open loop response, this model behaves correctly.
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Velocity and Altitude for Uncommanded Response

4.2

Response to Pilot Inputs
Next, the response to pilot inputs will be considered. The lateral-directional re-

sponse will be considered as the results of an aileron doublet followed by a rudder doublet. The response should exhibit a coupling between the lateral and directional modes of
the aircraft.
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Pilot Input for Lateral-Directional Response
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Lateral-Directional Responses for Pilot Input
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As seen in the first response plot, as the aileron doublet is performed, the roll rate
follows the commanded input. There is no oscillation in the roll rate like that seen in the
pitch rate with the elevator doublet. This is because the pole corresponding to the roll
mode of the aircraft is purely real. It is also noted that with aileron input alone, there is
some induced yawing motion due to the coupling between the lateral and directional motions. The rudder input is shown to produce a similar response in heading while also introducing a slight rolling moment due to coupling. The response of the aircraft in yaw is
seen to be much slower than that of the roll response. This is due to the Dutch roll and
spiral modes of the aircraft having lower frequency poles [11].
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Figure 29
Sideslip Response to Pilot Input

The angle of sideslip is also shown to be affected. The rolling action only induces
a small change in sideslip, as there is not much yaw involved; however, the rudder input
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creates a much larger yaw component, which increases the difference between the nose of
the aircraft and the wind vector more dramatically.
Next, the longitudinal response will be explored further with a doublet input on
the elevator followed by a step throttle input.
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Figure 30
Pilot Input for Longitudinal Response

The first plot shows the pitch angle and pitch rate in response to the elevator input. It can be seen that an elevator input directly relates to a command of pitch rate. Following the doublet input, the pitch rate damps out.
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Figure 31
Pitch Angle and Pitch Rate Response to Pilot Input
With the elevator input,  increases as the nose pitches up and the difference be-

tween the fuselage reference line and the velocity vector becomes greater. After the input, the angle of attack returns to its steady state value of approximately  = 1° .
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Figure 32
Angle of Attack, Velocity, and Altitude Response to Pilot Input
The throttle step input at time  = 12.5 ¿ as seen in Figure 32 seems to have little

effect on the velocity, but as seen in the altitude plot, the increase in thrust translates to
the aircraft climbing with decreasing airspeed. Once again, the model behaves as expected.
4.3

Comparison with Flight Test Data
To further validate the model, the simulator must respond in a similar manner as

the actual aircraft. In order to verify this, the response of the aircraft model will be com64

pared to actual flight test data (FTD). This data was obtained from the log files of the
Piccolo LT autopilot installed on the aircraft. Cloud Cap Technologies, the manufacturer
of the autopilot, provides software for viewing the log files in MATLAB. This program
was used to locate and gather data that will be compared to the simulation.
Once the FTD was plotted, the data brush tool was used to select a range of data
to be used in the simulation. A MATLAB script, shown in Appendix C, was generated to
gather other pertinent aircraft state information from the log files for use in comparison
with the simulation. One problem encountered with the FTD was that no flights were
conducted where the aircraft was subjected to a specified input and the response viewed.
Because of this, the simulation was only able to be compared to flights, which were generally random. Figure 34 shows the pilot input for this verification. The top plot show
the longitudinal inputs of  and F while the bottom plot shows , and / .
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Elevator and Throttle Input from Flight Test Data
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Aileron and Rudder Input from Flight Test Data

The Euler rates and angles were used for comparison between the FTD and the
simulation. The first plot shows the roll rate response. As can be seen, the simulated roll
rate follows trends of the roll rate from the FTD. The second plot showing the simulated
bank angle once again exhibits the same trend as the FTD, but is off by some factor. The
error in the rate and angle is due to several factors. First, the actual aircraft can be seen to
have some nonzero trim , and / , where the simulation does not. This introduces some

nonzero roll rate offset in the simulation. This offset is shown in the roughly constant

difference between the simulated & and l and that of the FTD. Secondly, the aircraft

was subject to wind effects that caused some rolling moment not due to pilot input, while
the simulation was not.
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Lateral Response to Flight Test Data
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Figure 35
Roll Rate and Bank Angle Response Comparison

Next, the longitudinal response was compared. Once again, the trim condition of
the aircraft’s elevator results in some pitch rate offset in the simulation that is not present
in the FTD; however, the general trend of the simulated 4 is shown to follow the actual
4. Differences may stem from the general propulsion model used and the actual engine

on the aircraft or from the actuator dynamics not being modeled. In addition, external
forces such as wind could not be modeled to match the conditions during the recording of
the flight test data.
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Longitudinal Response to Flight Test Data
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Figure 36
Pitch Rate and Pitch Angle Response Comparison

Lastly, the directional response of the simulation and the aircraft were compared.
It is shown there is relatively little rudder input during the flight. This figure shows an
accurate yaw rate response from the simulation. The discrepancies in the yaw rate response can be attributed to wind effects and differences in Ë inducing a yawing moment.

In addition, the heading angle is shown to differ from the FTD, but the difference in si-
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mulated bank angle caused the heading to vary. Still, the trend of the simulated heading
angle follows that of the FTD.

Directional Response to Flight Test Data
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Figure 37
Yaw Rate Response Comparison

Overall, the simulation of the X-2C aircraft matches the actual aircraft’s response
as shown in flight test data very well. The Euler rates were shown to consistently follow
the same trends within the constraints of the flight test data available for comparison.
From these results, the simulation was verified to respond not only as an aircraft would
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behave, but also in the same manner that the actual aircraft behaves. This may also serve
as validation for the use of the aerodynamic data generated by Tornado.
4.4

Cooper-Harper Handling Qualities Rating Scale
In order to further validate and assess the handling qualities of the simulator, a

pilot who has flown the actual X-2C aircraft was asked to fly the simulation. As a standard of measurement, the Cooper-Harper Rating Scale, shown in Figure 38, was used.
This scale, used in flight testing and to assess the handling qualities of flight simulators,
allows a pilot’s opinion of an aircraft’s handling qualities to be quantified [9].

Figure 38
Cooper-Harper Handling Qualities Rating Scale [9]
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The scale, ranked from 1 (best) to 10 (worst), is broken up into four levels. Level
4, corresponding to a rank of 10, constitutes an uncontrollable aircraft. As seen from the
scale, Level 3, ratings between 7 and 9, indicates a controllable aircraft, yet with major
deficiencies in the handling qualities, which warrant improvement. Level 2, ratings between 4 and 6, describes an aircraft with acceptable handling qualities, but with minor to
moderate, but still tolerable deficiencies, which may warrant improvements. Lastly, Level 1, ratings between 1 and 3, corresponds to excellent to fair handling qualities, which
are sufficient without improvements. For this flight simulator, only the Category A flight
phase, nonterminal flight, was evaluated. The goal of this simulator was to be within one
rating point of the actual aircraft’s handling qualities. The rating form for this validation
is given in Appendix E.
From the survey, the pilot rated the actual aircraft a 4 on the Cooper-Harper scale.
One reason he cited for this was the unstable spiral mode exhibited by the aircraft. This
means during turn, the aircraft tends to roll further into the turn, requiring the pilot to
compensate with the ailerons to hold the bank angle steady. After flying the simulator,
the pilot gave it a Cooper-Harper rating of a 3. He said the simulator modeled the aircraft’s handling qualities well and that the tendencies of the aircraft were accurate. One
possible reason for the simulator ranking higher than the actual aircraft is that manufacturing deficiencies couldn’t not be modeled into the simulator. This would include aspects such as the wings not having exactly 0° dihedral during flight, the empennage not

being perfectly squared during assembly, and others. He thought the flight simulator
would be a good training tool for a new pilot before flying the actual aircraft. The pilot
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cited “no stall” characteristics were modeled into the simulator. In the simulator, the aircraft can be stalled, but the aerodynamic data generated by Tornado is only accurate below the stall point. The pilot also mention there being no ground interaction in the simulator. As said previously, the simulator was designed for the Category A flight phase
(nonterminal flight). The overall impression of the pilot was that the simulator was accurate and would be an excellent tool for pilot training.
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CHAPTER V
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
5.1

Conclusion
Aircraft modeling and simulation have become increasingly important in the areas

of pilot training, safety and aircraft design, especially for unmanned aerial vehicles
(UAVs). The major contribution of this work was the creation of a user-friendly, easily
expandable, nonlinear six degree-of-freedom aircraft simulator of the X-2C Xawk aircraft
for use in pilot training and aircraft design.
A simple interface was developed to bring together aerodynamic data calculated
in existing software. The interface automatically converts the aerodynamic data to the
correct axis system used. This allows new aircraft models to be quickly and efficiently
entered into the simulator environment. The aircraft dynamics model was created from
the Aerospace Blockset and custom-built Simulink blocks. The simulator was validated
against actual flight test data and shown to be an accurate model.
The simulator was designed to give a pilot the most realistic experience possible
for training to fly a new aircraft. This included the use of a standard R/C controller for
the pilot input into the simulator and 3-D flight visualization through FlightGear. The
simulator also outputs flight data in plots that may be of interest in accurately analyzing
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and evaluating the performance of the aircraft. This tool would be invaluable in the design of new aircraft.
5.2

Future Work
The work detailed in this thesis can serve as a basis for future work. In this simu-

lation, the engine was modeled as a turbo fan engine, where a twin cylinder engine drives
the actual aircraft. The accuracy of this simulation would be improved by developing a
better engine and propeller model. Specifically, test data from the engine could be used
to create a more accurate thrust curve and a model of the propeller [17] could be developed. In addition, as cited by the test pilot, ground interactions could be integrated into
the simulator. Verification of the model would also greatly benefit from proper flight test
data in which flights were controlled such that a specific maneuver was performed and
the response of the aircraft was observed. The aircraft model developed in this thesis
could also serve as the plant model for future control system designs, which could include implementing stability or control augmentation systems or even a full autopilot system.
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%%
%
%
%
%

Author: Christopher Edwards
Date:
20 Feb 2010
This file imports parameters from the Airframe block mask
and saves them to the workspace to be accessed by other blocks.

%% Aircraft Parameters
S = str2num(get_param(gcb,'S'));
b = str2num(get_param(gcb,'b'));
c = str2num(get_param(gcb,'c'));
mass = str2num(get_param(gcb,'W'))/32.174;
ltot = str2num(get_param(gcb,'ltot'));
Thrust = str2num(get_param(gcb,'Thrust'));

%
%
%
%
%
%

Wing Area [ft^2]
Wing Span [ft]
Wing Chord [ft]
Mass [lbf]
Length [ft]
Max Thrust [lbf]

%% Initial Conditions
X0 = [0 0 -str2num(get_param(gcb,'h0'))];
% Inertial Position
[ft]
a0 = str2num(get_param(gcb,'AoA0'))/57.3;
% Angle of Attack [deg]
V0 = [str2num(get_param(gcb,'TAS0')) 0 0]* ... % Velocity [kts]
[cos(a0) 0 -sin(a0); 0 1 0;sin(a0) 0 cos(a0)]*1.6878;
GPS0 = str2num(get_param(gcb,'GPS0'));
% GPS [deg]
Euler0 = str2num(get_param(gcb,'Euler0'))/57.3; % Euler Angles [deg]
Rates0 = str2num(get_param(gcb,'Rates0'))/57.3; % Euler Rates [deg/s]
%% Aerodynamic Data
Cx_dir = get_param(gcb,'Cx_dir');
CD0 = str2num(get_param(gcb,'CD0'));
%% Compute Inertia
Rx=.245;
Ry=.397;
Rz=.393;
ee=b+ltot/2;
Ixx=mass*(Rx*b/2)^2;
Iyy=mass*(Ry*ltot/2)^2;
Izz=mass*(Rz*ee/2)^2;
Inertia=[Ixx 0 0;0 Iyy 0;0 0 Izz];

% Directory of data
% CD0

% Radius of Gyration
% Radius of Gyration
% Radius of Gyration
%
%
%
%
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Moment of Inertia about x-axis
Moment of Inertia about y-axis
Moment of Inertia about z-axis
Inertia Tensor (slug-ft^2)

APPENDIX B
TORNADO COEFFICIENT LOOKUP TABLE INITIALIZATION
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%%
%
%
%
%

Author: Christopher Edwards
Date:
20 Feb 2010
This file generates the aerodynamic coefficients lookup tables from
the Tornado output data.

%% Initialize Variables
currdir=pwd;
cd(Cx_dir)
a = what(Cx_dir);
%% Datum Coefficients
for i = 1:length(a.mat)
found = 0;
if (findstr('-Cx_alpha.mat',a.mat{i}))
found = 1;
break
end
end
if found
load(a.mat{i});
alpha=results.alpha_sweep;
CL=squeeze(results.matrix(1,1,:));
CD=squeeze(results.matrix(2,1,:))+CD0;
Cm=squeeze(results.matrix(5,1,:));
end
for i = 1:length(a.mat)
found = 0;
if (findstr('-Cx_beta.mat',a.mat{i}))
found = 1;
break
end
end
if found
load(a.mat{i});
beta=results.betha_sweep;
CY=squeeze(results.matrix(3,1,:))-results.matrix(3,1,beta==0);
Cl=-(squeeze(results.matrix(4,1,:))-results.matrix(4,1,beta==0));
Cn=-(squeeze(results.matrix(6,1,:))-results.matrix(6,1,beta==0));
end
%% Surface Coefficients
for i = 1:length(a.mat)
found = 0;
if (findstr('da-Cx_d.mat',a.mat{i}))
found = 1;
break
end
end
if found
load(a.mat{i});
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da=results.delta_sweep;
Clda=-(squeeze(results.matrix(4,1,:))-results.matrix(4,1,da==0));
Cnda=squeeze(results.matrix(6,1,:))-results.matrix(6,1,da==0);
end
for i = 1:length(a.mat)
found = 0;
if (findstr('de-Cx_d.mat',a.mat{i}))
found = 1;
break
end
end
if found
load(a.mat{i});
de=results.delta_sweep;
CDde=squeeze(results.matrix(2,1,:))-results.matrix(2,1,de==0);
Cmde=squeeze(results.matrix(5,1,:))-results.matrix(5,1,de==0);
end
for i = 1:length(a.mat)
found = 0;
if (findstr('dr-Cx_d.mat',a.mat{i}))
found = 1;
break
end
end
if found
load(a.mat{i});
dr=results.delta_sweep;
CYdr=squeeze(results.matrix(3,1,:))-results.matrix(3,1,dr==0);
Cldr=squeeze(results.matrix(4,1,:))-results.matrix(4,1,dr==0);
Cndr=squeeze(results.matrix(6,1,:))-results.matrix(6,1,dr==0);
end
for i = 1:length(a.mat)
found2r = 0;
if (findstr('drl-Cx_d.mat',a.mat{i}))
found2r = 1;
break
end
end
if found2r
load(a.mat{i});
dr=results.delta_sweep;
CYdrl=squeeze(results.matrix(3,1,:))-results.matrix(3,1,dr==0);
Cldrl=squeeze(results.matrix(4,1,:))-results.matrix(4,1,dr==0);
Cndrl=squeeze(results.matrix(6,1,:))-results.matrix(6,1,dr==0);
end
for i = 1:length(a.mat)
found2r = 0;
if (findstr('drr-Cx_d.mat',a.mat{i}))
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found2r = 1;
break
end
end
if found2r
load(a.mat{i});
CYdrr=squeeze(results.matrix(3,1,:))-results.matrix(3,1,dr==0);
Cldrr=squeeze(results.matrix(4,1,:))-results.matrix(4,1,dr==0);
Cndrr=squeeze(results.matrix(6,1,:))-results.matrix(6,1,dr==0);
CYdr=CYdrl+CYdrr;
Cldr=-(Cldrl+Cldrr);
Cndr=Cndrl+Cndrr;
end
%% Damping Coefficients
for i = 1:length(a.mat)
found = 0;
if (findstr('Cx_P',a.mat{i}))
found = 1;
break
end
end
if found
load(a.mat{i});
p=results.P_sweep;
CYp=-(squeeze(results.matrix(3,1,:))-results.matrix(3,1,p==0));
Clp=squeeze(results.matrix(4,1,:))-results.matrix(4,1,p==0);
Cnp=squeeze(results.matrix(6,1,:))-results.matrix(6,1,p==0);
end
for i = 1:length(a.mat)
found = 0;
if (findstr('Cx_Q',a.mat{i}))
found = 1;
break
end
end
if found
load(a.mat{i});
q=results.Q_sweep;
Cmq=squeeze(results.matrix(5,1,:))-results.matrix(5,1,q==0);
end
for i = 1:length(a.mat)
found = 0;
if (findstr('Cx_R',a.mat{i}))
found = 1;
break
end
end
if found
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load(a.mat{i});
r=results.R_sweep;
CYr=squeeze(results.matrix(3,1,:))-results.matrix(3,1,r==0);
Clr=-(squeeze(results.matrix(4,1,:))-results.matrix(4,1,r==0));
Cnr=(squeeze(results.matrix(6,1,:))-results.matrix(6,1,r==0));
end
%% Clean up
cd(currdir)
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%% Author: Christopher Edwards
%
Date:
20 Feb 2010
%
%
This file saves flight test data from a Piccolo log file once
%
the user has used to the MATLAB tool form Cloud Cap Tech for plotting
%
flight data. The user will use the data brush tool to select the
%
range of flight test data to be used with the simulation.
%% Get
% index
index =
index =

Index of Selection
= index(:,1);
newFTD(:,1);
find(t==index(1)):find(t==max(index));

%% Get Flight Test Data
FTDtime = (t(index)-t(index(1)))';

% Time

FTDp = dat.P(index)*57.3;
FTDq = dat.Q(index)*57.3;
FTDr = dat.R(index)*57.3;
FTDda
FTDde
FTDdr
FTDdt

=
=
=
=

% Rates

dat.Surface4(index)*57.3;
% Control Surfaces
dat.Surface1(index)*57.3;
dat.Surface3(index)*57.3;
dat.Surface2(index)-dat.Surface2(length(t));

FTDda = FTDda - sum(FTDda)/(length(FTDda)); % Remove trim conditions
FTDde = FTDde - sum(FTDde)/(length(FTDde));
FTDdr = FTDdr - sum(FTDdr)/(length(FTDdr));
FTDphi = dat.Roll(index)*57.3;
FTDtheta = dat.Pitch(index)*57.3;
FTDpsi = dat.Yaw(index)*57.3;

% Euler angles

FTDh =
tion
FTDV =
FTDLat
FTDLon

% Altitude, Velocity, Posi-

dat.Alt(index)*3.2808;
dat.TAS(index)*1.9438;
= dat.Lat(index);
= dat.Lon(index);

%% Get Initial Conditions
X0 = [0 0 -FTDh(1)];
V0 = [dat.TAS(index(1)) 0 -dat.VDown(index(1))]*3.2808;
Euler0 = [FTDphi(1) FTDtheta(1) FTDpsi(1)]/57.3;
Rates0 = [FTDp(1) FTDq(1) FTDr(1)]/57.3;
%% Save Data to Workspace
save FTD2 FTDtime FTDp FTDq FTDr FTDda FTDde FTDdr FTDdt FTDphi ...
FTDtheta FTDpsi FTDh FTDV FTDLat FTDLon X0 V0 Euler0 Rates0
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%%
%
%
%
%

Author: Christopher Edwards
Date:
20 Feb 2010
This file is used to plot the aircraft response data from the
simulation

%% Unforced Response
figure
subplot(2,1,1)
[ax,l1,l2]=plotyy(outVh.time,outVh.signals(1).values, ...
outVh.time,outVh.signals(2).values);
set(l1,'LineStyle',':')
set(ax(1),'YColor',[0 0 0])
set(ax(2),'YColor',[0 0 0])
set(get(ax(1),'YLabel'),'String','Velocity [kts]');
set(get(ax(2),'YLabel'),'String','Altitude [ft]');
legend('V','h','Location','Best')
subplot(2,1,2)
[ax,l1,l2]=plotyy(outVh.time,outVh.signals(3).values(:,1), ...
outVh.time,outVh.signals(3).values(:,2));
set(get(ax(1),'YLabel'),'String','Angle of Attack [deg]');
set(ax(1),'YColor',[0 0 0])
set(get(ax(2),'YLabel'),'String','Angle of Sideslip [deg]');
set(ax(2),'YColor',[0 0 0])
set(l1,'LineStyle',':')
legend('\alpha','\beta','Location','Best')
title('Incidence Angles')
figure
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(outEuler.time,outEuler.signals(1).values(:,1),':', ...
outEuler.time,outEuler.signals(1).values(:,2),outEuler.time, ...
outEuler.signals(1).values(:,3),'-.');
ylabel('Angle [deg]')
legend('\phi','\theta','\psi','Location','Best')
title('Euler Angles')
subplot(2,1,2)
ax=plot(outEuler.time,outEuler.signals(2).values(:,1),':', ...
outEuler.time,outEuler.signals(2).values(:,2),outEuler.time, ...
outEuler.signals(2).values(:,3),'-.');
set(ax(1),'Color',[0 0.75 0.75])
set(ax(2),'Color',[0.75 0 0.75])
set(ax(3),'Color',[0.75 0.75 0])
ylabel('Rate [deg/s]')
legend('P','Q','R','Location','Best')
title('Euler Rates')
%% Longitudinal Response
figure
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(outRates.time,outRates.signals(2).values(:,1),':', ...
outRates.time,outRates.signals(2).values(:,2))
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title('Longitudinal Response to Flight Test Data')
ylabel('Pitch Rate [deg/s]')
legend('Actual','Simulated','Location','Best')
subplot(2,1,2)
lines=plot(outEuler.time,outEuler.signals(2).values(:,1),'r:', ...
outEuler.time,outEuler.signals(2).values(:,2),'c');
set(lines(2),'Color',[0 0.75 0.75]);
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Pitch Angle [deg]')
legend('Actual','Simulated','Location','Best')
%% Lateral Response
figure
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(outRates.time,outRates.signals(1).values(:,1),':', ...
outRates.time,outRates.signals(1).values(:,2))
title('Lateral Response to Flight Test Data')
ylabel('Roll Rate [deg/s]')
legend('Actual','Simulated','Location','Best')
subplot(2,1,2)
lines=plot(outEuler.time,outEuler.signals(1).values(:,1),'r:', ...
outEuler.time,outEuler.signals(1).values(:,2),'c');
set(lines(2),'Color',[0 0.75 0.75]);
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Bank Angle [deg]')
legend('Actual','Simulated','Location','Best')
%% Directional Response
figure
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(outRates.time,outRates.signals(3).values(:,1),':', ...
outRates.time,outRates.signals(3).values(:,2))
title('Directional Response to Flight Test Data')
ylabel('Yaw Rate [deg/s]')
legend('Actual','Simulated','Location','Best')
subplot(2,1,2)
lines=plot(outEuler.time,outEuler.signals(3).values(:,1),'r:', ...
outEuler.time,outEuler.signals(3).values(:,2),'c');
set(lines(2),'Color',[0 0.75 0.75]);
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Heading Angle [deg]')
legend('Actual','Simulated','Location','Best')
%% Altitude and Velocity Response
figure
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(outRates.time,outRates.signals(3).values(:,1),':', ...
outRates.time,outRates.signals(3).values(:,2))
title('Elevator and Throttle Input')
ylabel('Yaw Rate [deg/s]')
legend('Actual','Simulated','Location','Best')
subplot(2,1,2)
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lines=plotyy(outEuler.time,outEuler.signals(3).values(:,1),'r:', ...
outEuler.time,outEuler.signals(3).values(:,2),'c');
set(lines(2),'Color',[0 0.75 0.75]);
xlabel('Time [s]')
ylabel('Heading Angle [deg]')
legend('Actual','Simulated','Location','Best')
%% Pilot Input
figure
subplot(2,1,1)
[ax,l1,l2]=plotyy(outInput.time,outInput.signals(2).values, ...
outInput.time,outInput.signals(4).values*100);
title('Elevator and Throttle Input')
set(get(ax(1),'YLabel'),'String','Elevator [deg]')
set(ax(1),'YColor',[0 0 0])
set(l1,'LineStyle',':')
set(get(ax(2),'YLabel'),'String','Throttle [%]')
set(ax(2),'YColor',[0 0 0])
legend('\delta_e','\delta_t','Location','Best')
subplot(2,1,2)
[ax,l1,l2]=plotyy(outInput.time,outInput.signals(1).values, ...
outInput.time,outInput.signals(3).values);
title('Aileron and Rudder Input')
set(get(ax(1),'YLabel'),'String','Aileron [deg]')
set(ax(1),'YColor',[0 0 0])
set(l1,'LineStyle',':')
set(l1,'Color',[1 0 0])
set(get(ax(2),'YLabel'),'String','Rudder [deg]')
set(ax(2),'YColor',[0 0 0])
set(l2,'Color',[0 0.75 0.75])
legend('\delta_a','\delta_r','Location','Best')
%% Lon Response Step Response
figure
subplot(2,1,1)
[ax,l1,l2]=plotyy(outInput.time,outInput.signals(2).values, ...
outInput.time,outInput.signals(4).values*100);
set(get(ax(1),'YLabel'),'String','Elevator [deg]');
set(ax(1),'YColor',[0 0 0])
set(ax(1),'YLim',[-10 10])
set(get(ax(2),'YLabel'),'String','Throttle [%]');
set(ax(2),'YColor',[0 0 0])
set(ax(2),'YLim',[0 50])
set(ax(2),'YTick',[0 25 50])
set(ax(2),'YTickLabel',[0 25 50])
set(l1,'LineStyle',':')
legend('\delta_e','\delta_t','Location','Best')
title('Input')
subplot(2,1,2)
[ax,l1,l2]=plotyy(outEuler.time,outEuler.signals.values(:,1), ...
outEuler.time,outEuler.signals.values(:,2));
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set(l1,'Color',[1 0 0])
set(l1,'LineStyle',':')
set(l2,'Color',[0 0.75 0.75])
set(ax(1),'YColor',[0 0 0])
set(ax(2),'YColor',[0 0 0])
set(get(ax(1),'YLabel'),'String','Pitch Angle [deg]');
set(get(ax(2),'YLabel'),'String','Pitch Rate [deg/s]');
legend('\theta','Q','Location','Best')
title('Longitudinal Response')
figure
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(outVh.time,outVh.signals(3).values);
ylabel('Angle of Attack [deg]')
title('Longitudinal Response')
subplot(2,1,2)
[ax,l1,l2]=plotyy(outVh.time,outVh.signals(1).values, ...
outVh.time,outVh.signals(2).values);
set(l1,'Color',[1 0 0])
set(l1,'LineStyle',':')
set(l2,'Color',[0 0.75 0.75])
set(ax(1),'YColor',[0 0 0])
set(ax(2),'YColor',[0 0 0])
set(get(ax(1),'YLabel'),'String','Velocity [kts]');
set(get(ax(2),'YLabel'),'String','Altitude [ft]');
legend('V','h','Location','Best')
%% LatDir Response Step Response
figure
subplot(2,1,1)
plot(outInput.time,outInput.signals(2).values,':', ...
outInput.time,outInput.signals(4).values)
ylabel('Deflection [deg]')
axis([0 25 -10 10])
legend('\delta_a','\delta_r','Location','Best')
title('Input')
subplot(2,1,2)
plot(outVh.time,outVh.signals(3).values);
ylabel('Angle of Sideslip [deg]')
title('Lateral-Directional Response')
figure
subplot(2,1,1)
[ax,l1,l2]=plotyy(outEuler.time,outEuler.signals.values(:,1), ...
outEuler.time,outEuler.signals.values(:,3));
set(get(ax(1),'YLabel'),'String','Roll Rate [deg]');
set(ax(1),'YColor',[0 0 0])
set(get(ax(2),'YLabel'),'String','Bank Angle [deg]');
set(ax(2),'YColor',[0 0 0])
set(l1,'LineStyle',':')
legend('P','\phi','Location','Best')
title('Lateral Response')
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subplot(2,1,2)
[ax,l1,l2]=plotyy(outEuler.time,outEuler.signals.values(:,2), ...
outEuler.time,outEuler.signals.values(:,4));
set(get(ax(1),'YLabel'),'String','Yaw Rate [deg]');
set(ax(1),'YColor',[0 0 0])
set(get(ax(2),'YLabel'),'String','Heading Angle [deg]');
set(ax(2),'YColor',[0 0 0])
set(l1,'Color',[1 0 0])
set(l1,'LineStyle',':')
set(l2,'Color',[0 0.75 0.75])
legend('R','\psi','Location','Best')
title('Directional Response')
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User’s Guide for X-2C Flight Simulator
By Christopher Edwards

This document will cover the necessary steps for constructing a new aircraft model in Tornado, obtaining the necessary data for use with the simulator, running the simulator with this data, and visualizing the flight using FlightGear.
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F.1

Modeling the Aircraft with Tornado
The Tornado software can be obtained from http://www.redhammer.se/tornado/.

Once installed and the Tornado path added to MATLAB, the program can be started with
the “Tornado” command. The following menu should appear. Note: this program must
be run from the Tornado directory.
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From this main menu, the user can choose to modify an aircraft geometry, change
the aircraft’s flight condition, run sweeps, and other options. To begin entering an aircraft
model, choose option 1, “Aircraft geometry setup”, then option 1”Define new geometry”
on the following menu. Follow the on-screen instructions for entering the requested aircraft parameters. For a more detailed guide for entering the aircraft geometry, please see
the Tornado User’s Guide located at http://www.redhammer.se/tornado/DL.html.
A few important things to note are:
1. The Vortex Lattice Method is mainly for modeling flying surfaces, so the
fuselage may be neglected from the model.
2. The Metric System is used for units and angles are specified in radians.
For the X-2C aircraft, the following information was entered for the main wing.
Similarly, the horizontal and both vertical stabilizers were entered in a similar manner.
Data files for the airfoil coordinates can be found at http://www.ae.illinois.edu/m-

selig/ads/coord_database.html. The data points may have to be reordered as the S coor-

dinates must increase from 0 to 1. Other airfoils files already included in Tornado can be
used for a guide.
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When finished entering all flying surfaces, a geometric model can be plotted to
verify the information was entered correctly.
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Front

Top
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The next step in creating the Tornado model is to enter the flight condition for
which the solutions will be run at. This is done in the “Flight condition setup” menu (option 2 in main menu). Follow the on-screen instructions for specifying the flight condition.
Once both the aircraft geometry and flight condition setup is complete, the wake
lattice needs to be created. This is done in the “Generate lattice” menu (option 5 in main
menu). Either the Tornado or standard VLM method for generating the lattice can be
used. Typically, the Tornado method will be used.
F.2

Running Solutions in Tornado
Entering option 6, “Processor access”, in the main menu, numerous solutions can

be run for the loaded aircraft geometry and flight condition. The following figure shows
this menu.
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The simulator uses the following sweeps for creating the aerodynamic coefficient
lookup tables. Each sweep is detailed below:
1. Alpha sweep - this sweeps the aircraft through different angles of attack
and is used mainly in the development of the longitudinal coefficients.
Simply enter the name of the aircraft you are modeling for the job identity
i.e. “x2c” in the case of the example aircraft shown here. Generally, the

angle of attack can be assumed to vary from about  = −5° to  = 10°.
Above this angle of attack, the airfoil may begin to stall which is out of the
capabilities of Tornado. A step size of  = 3° to  = 5° should be ade100

quate for the sweep as a smaller step would just take extra time for little
increased benefit in output data.
2. Beta sweep - this sweeps the aircraft through different angles of sideslip
and is mostly used for generating the lateral-directional coefficients.
Simply enter the name of the aircraft you are modeling for the job identity
i.e. “x2c” in the case of the example aircraft shown here. Generally, the
angle of sideslip will be small for flight and can be assumed to vary from

about * = −5° to * = 5°. A step size of * = 3° to * = 5° should be suf-

ficient.

3. Delta sweep - this sweeps the control surfaces modeled for the aircraft.
These sweeps are used for calculating the coefficients in response to control surface inputs. A separate sweep must be run for each control surface
(the ailerons count as 1 surface only if the wing is modeled as being symetric). For the example X-2C aircraft, a total of 4 sweeps will be run (aileron sweep, elevator sweep, left rudder sweep, and right rudder sweep). It
is very important that the naming convention for these files follows this
format:
a. Aileron sweep - enter the name of the aircraft followed by “-da”
i.e. “x2c-da” for the example aircraft
b. Elevator sweep - enter the name of the aircraft followed by “-de”
i.e. “x2c-de” for the example aircraft
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c. Rudder sweep - if the aircraft being modeled has only one rudder,
enter the name of the aircraft followed by “-dr” i.e. “x2c-dr” for
the example aircraft. Otherwise, if there are two rudders, enter the
name of the aircraft followed by “-drl” i.e. “x2c-drl” for the sweep
of the left rudder and the name of the aircraft followed by “-drr”
i.e. “x2c-drr” for the sweep of the right rudder.
4. Rate sweeps - the rate sweeps are used for calculating the damping coefficients for the aerodynamic moments. Simply enter the name of the aircraft you are modeling for the job identity i.e. “x2c” in the case of the example aircraft shown here.
Once all sweeps are completed in Tornado, exit the program and navigate to the
“Tornado\output” director. The output files should be listed here. Create a new directory
with the aircraft’s name and move all the created output files into this folder. This concludes the use of Tornado for the simulator.
F.3

Updating the Simulator
When opening the simulator, the home screen will look the like following.
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X-2C Xawk Simulator
by Christopher Edwards

Scopes
Pilot Input
ACStateBus

GEN
FG
RUN
Generate
Run Script

Environment

Xipiter X-2C Airframe

FlightGear
Visualization
for Flat Earth

The first step in updating this simulator is to double click the Airframe block to
expose the aircraft’s parameters necessary for the simulator. This is the only page that
needs to be modified for running the simulator for different aircraft. The parameters are
as follows:
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The first parameters are some physical dimensions and properties of the aircraft.
The directory created containing the Tornado output files is used for the generation of the
aerodynamic coefficients. The zero-lift drag coefficient can be estimate from the buildup
method detailed in this thesis. The units of the parameters are in the English system. The
remaining parameters are for the aircraft’s initial conditions in the simulator and can be
seen below.
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F.4

FlightGear Visualization
One of the greatest features of this simulator is the 3-D flight visualization

through FlightGear. FlightGear must be installed on the target machine in order to experience this. It can be found at http://flightgear.org/.
As seen on the home page of the simulator, a block called “Generate Run Script”
exists for creating a quick link to FlightGear. First, open this block to configure its parameters.
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The parameters on this page correspond to the settings FlightGear will be started
with for the simulator. The “FlightGear geometry model name” corresponds to a model
folder in the “C:\Program Files\FlightGear\data\Aircraft” directory. Similarly, the “Airport

ID”

parameter

corresponds

to

an

airport

folder

in

the

“C:\Program

Files\FlightGear\data\AI\Airports” directory. Once these parameters are specified, press
the “Generate Script” button at the top and a batch file will be created in the current
MATLAB directory. To run FlightGear with this simulator, enter “dos('runfg.bat')” in the
MATLAB command window or create a MATLAB shortcut to execute that command.
The FlightGear window should then begin loading.
Lastly, once the FlightGear window has been loaded such as the one below, start
the Simulink simulation and start flying the model!
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